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Description: Nothing transforms a Citation interior like a side-facing divan! Divans 

provide a modern, open, comfortable atmosphere and in many cases, 
will  allow  you  to  accommodate  additional  passengers.  Delivered in 
"green" condition without upholstery. 

 
Part Number: 42-0145 1-Place Custom length from 18” to 24” 
 42-0146 2-Place Custom length from 36” to 48” 
 42-0147 3-Place Custom length from 54” to 72” 
  4-Place Use two each 2-Place divans end to end 
 
Applicable Aircraft: Citation models 500, 501, 550, S550, 551, and 560 (not including Encore) 
 
Features: Quick disconnect is frame mounted, no need for airframe modification. 
 
Options: Stowable armrest, collapsible armrest, and box end armrest with drink holder, 

may be added to either end, and plug in armrest can be added to ends and 
middle. Composite Close-out panels with doors, Composite Drawers, and 
Inertia reel shoulder harness 

 
Installation:  Installation involves the removal of existing seat(s) and furnishings, locating 

the new divan or divans in the desired location, and drilling anchor holes in 
the seat track. Detailed instructions, diagrams, and weight and balance 
included. 

 
Approval Type: Federal Aviation Administration Parts Manufacture Approval and 

Supplemental Type Certificate (eliminating the need for field approval). 
 
STC Number: U.S. FAA: SA4054SW 
 Canada: STA SA95-107 
 EASA (Austria): ACG.21NE.094 
 Brazil: 2002S12-03 500, 550, and S550 
  2002S12-04 501 & 551 
 Switzerland: Letter of Acceptance 
 
Lead Time: Divans are custom-built for each customer, as the length can vary according 

to the objective of each installation.  We are proud of our 2 week lead time 
reputation.  However, fluctuations in demand may cause up to a 30 day 
delivery delay. 

Citation 500-560 Divans 
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Part Number: 42-0323K 2 place divan, 39 inch 

42-0326K 2 place divan, 45 inch 
42-0328K 1 place divan, 24 inch 

 
Applicable Aircraft: Citation 560 Encore, Serial Number 539 thru 5000 
 
Features: Includes divan, seat belts, shoulder harness, seat track fittings, floor track, life 

vest, comprehensive installation instructions, and STC 
 
Options: Composite close out panels 
 
Installation: The only airframe modification is accomplished by installing seat track in the 

forward area of the cabin just aft of the forward divider or closet (8 man 
hours). The divans are installed on the forward right side of the airplane. 
Either divan is approved for occupancy during all phases of flight 

 
Approval Type: Federal Aviation Administration Parts Manufacture Approval and 

Supplemental Type Certificate (eliminating the need for field approval). 
 
STC Number: U.S. FAA: ST01139WI 
 EASA: IM.A.S.02168 
 Brazil: 2002S12-02 
 
Lead Time: Typical lead-time for these divans is 14 days after receipt of purchase order.   

However, fluctuations in demand may cause up to a 30 day delivery delay. 
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Description: Nothing transforms a Citation interior like a side-facing divan! Divans 

provide a modern, open, comfortable atmosphere and in many cases, 
will  allow  you  to  accommodate  additional  passengers.  Delivered in 
"green" condition without upholstery. 

 
Part Number: 42-0238 1 place divan, 21 inches long  
 42-0237 2 place divan, 41 inches long  
 42-0226 3 place divan, 61 inches long  
 
Applicable Aircraft: Cessna Citation 650, Citation III, Citation VI, and Citation VII 
 
Features: The kit is complete except for upholstery, including all divan parts, seat belts, 

life vests, detailed installation instruction, diagrams, weight and balance data, 
and STC. The kit requires AvFab part number 42-0287K shoulder harness kit. 

 
Options: Plug in armrest 
 End armrest box with drink holder 
 Underseat storage drawers 
 2 each 2 place divans can be installed to make the divan 4 place 
 
Installation: The divan is installed on the existing Citation seat tracks. The kit includes all 

divan parts, detailed installation instruction, diagrams, weight and balance 
data, and STC. 

 
Approval Type: Federal Aviation Administration Parts Manufacture Approval and 

Supplemental Type Certificate (eliminating the need for field approval). 
 
STC Number: U.S. FAA ST01262WI 
 EASA IM.A.S.02007 
 
Lead Time: Typical lead time for the divan kit is 14 days ARO. However fluctuations in 

demand may cause up to a 30 day delivery delay. 
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Folding 
Arm Rest 

Plug-in Arm Rest 

Arm Box 
with Cup Holders 

Close-out Panels Sliding Storage 
Drawers 

Options 
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Installed Citation Divans 
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Citation Aft Couch 
 
Description: Want to stretch your Citation cabin and give it some real leg-room and breathing room? 

AvFab has the only FAA approved solution. Our Aft forward-facing couch kit includes 
everything necessary for installation. Comprehensive installation instructions, 
hardware, oxygen components, additional light and vent outlets, quick-change 
components, placards, etc. Divan can be delivered with or without upholstery. Kit has 
the ability to increase the legal seating maximum. 

 
Applicable Aircraft: AvFab #90500  Citation 500, Citation 501, Citation I, and Citation ISP 
 AvFab #90530  Citation 550, Citation 551 
 
Features: All Seats individually recline 20 degrees 

• Center Seat folds forward for easy access to baggage and can be used as an 
armrest when the center seat is not occupied. 

• Can be used in lieu of existing aft cabin seats to gain maximum leg room and 
comfort for the aft passengers. 

• #90500 can increase seating maximum from 7 to 11. 
• #90530 can increase seating maximum from 11 to 13. 

 
Options: Various floor plans available 
 
Installation: Even though the installation process is different for the different models, as estimated 

80 man hours are required. 
 
Approval Type: Federal Aviation Administration Part Manufacture Approval and Supplemental Type 

Certificate (eliminating the need for field approval).  
 
STC Number: U.S. FAA SA58RM  Citation 500 & 550 series 
  SA117RM  Citation 501 & 551 series 
 
Lead Time: Typically, 3 weeks is sufficient to produce a customized kit. 
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Learn more about Avfab’s comprehensive line 
of Citation products & services at 

www.AvFab.com 

Aviation Fabricators 
805 North 4th Street 
Clinton, MO 64735 

(660) 885-8317 
www.AvFab.com 
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